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Introduction: European Pathways
to the Future

In times of great upheaval, the temptation is either to embrace change in its
entirety, proclaiming the end of the old and the victory of the new, or to 
dismiss it by remarking ‘plus ça change . . .’ And so it is today with the
debates over the political economic changes that have been seen in European
countries over the last quarter of a century in response to the forces of glob-
alization and European integration.1 Globalization in particular has been
hailed by some as a juggernaut sweeping away all national differences in its
path, ensuring convergence by compelling governments to adopt the same
neo-liberal policies, practices, and politics. As a result, they see global forces
as powerfully undermining government autonomy in decision-making and
control over economic forces and actors in the national territory; as pressing
governments to monetarize their monetary policies, liberalize financial 
markets, privatize and deregulate business, decentralize labour markets, and
rationalize the welfare state; as slowly but surely forcing the replacement of
the traditional varieties of capitalism with a one-size-fits-all neo-liberal 
version of market capitalism; and as having converted all to neo-liberal ideas
and discourse, obliterating differences between left and right. Others, 
however, have argued that the impact of globalization has been greatly exag-
gerated, with much less change in national policies, practices, and politics
than assumed. Thus, they contend that such changes as have occurred have
been more the product of internally generated dynamics than of externally
imposed imperatives, with minimal losses in national autonomy and con-
trol; with monetarism, liberalization, privatization, deregulation, and
retrenchment varying greatly from country to country; with continued 
differentiation in national varieties of capitalism; and with great differences
in ideas and discourse, especially with regard to social justice. But regardless
of scholars’ views of the sources, reach, or impact of globalization, and

1 See Held et al. (1999); Busch (2000); Weiss (1999a); Rhodes (1996); Waters (1995).
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whether they see it as threat or opportunity, as driving force or tool for intern-
al forces, most tend to agree that countries’ responses to globalization have
brought changes in policies, monetary, industrial, labour, and social; in prac-
tices, through greater emphasis on market financing, firm profits, and labour 
flexibility; and in politics, with changes in interest coalitions, party positions,
public opinion, and legitimizing discourses.

The impact of Europeanization, although not giving rise to quite the same
polemics, has been equally the subject of debate. While some scholars argue
that the European Union has taken precedence over its member states, with
common EU policies producing tremendous loss of national autonomy and
control, others see such losses offset by greater gains in shared EU authority
and control. Moreover, whereas some scholars see Europeanization as intensi-
fying the pressures of globalization in monetary, industrial, labour, and
social policy arenas, others see it as a shield against their most extreme
effects. Finally, although some find the EU generating convergence not only
in national economic policies but also in economic practices and politics,
others suggest a more complex set of interrelationships between the EU and
member states, with national policy regimes, varieties of capitalism, and
ideas and discourse continuing to diverge. But again, regardless of scholars’
views of the reach or impact of Europeanization and its relationship to glob-
alization, most tend to agree that countries’ responses to Europeanization
have brought changes in policies, practices, and politics even greater than
those related to globalization.

This book takes a middle way through the debates. I argue that, while the
fears of the critics of globalization and Europeanization have been greatly
exaggerated, profound changes resulting from supranational economic, insti-
tutional, and even ideational forces have indeed been at work, leading to
major alterations in national economic policies, practices, and discourse, but
not to convergence. National policies may now be more similar, especially
where they follow from common European policies, but they are not the
same. National practices, although moving in the same general direction
toward greater market orientation, continue to be distinguishable into not just
one or even two but three varieties of capitalism. And national discourses that 
generate and legitimize changes in policies and practices not only remain 
distinct, they matter. What were the economic and political institutional con-
ditions that enabled some countries to respond more effectively to the pres-
sures of globalization and Europeanization than others? What were the
long-standing policy legacies and preferences that made some countries more
open to neo-liberal reform than others? What were the economic practices
that enabled some countries to continue much as they had in the past in
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response to increasing competitive pressures while others felt forced to imple-
ment major change? And how were key actors able to overcome entrenched
interests and institutional obstacles to change so as to construct viable policy
programmes and to gain public acceptance for reform through legitimizing
discourses?

Preliminary answers to these questions can be found by examining the dif-
ferent pathways to adjustment of France, Britain, and Germany. The choice
of these three countries as case studies of the impact of European integration
and globalization is a reflection of their size as the three largest economies in
the EU, of their position as the three most influential in the EU, and of their
national characteristics. They have long represented ideal-typically different
systems in terms of economic policies, given traditional British liberalism,
French statism, and German corporatism; in terms of economic practices,
given British market capitalism, French state capitalism, and German man-
aged capitalism; and in terms of economic discourses and policy paradigms,
given Britain’s post-war discourses of the liberal market economy, France’s
post-war discourses of the state-directed market economy, and Germany’s
post-war discourses of the social market economy. A comparative analysis of
the evolution of these three countries’ policies, practices, and discourses
since the mid-1970s is therefore likely to go some way toward answering the
questions social scientists have become increasingly concerned with over the
past two decades.

The book itself is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the
adjustment of national economic policies in response to the pressures of
globalization and Europeanization; the second part considers the impact of
changing economic policies on national economic practices; and the third
part explores the discourses that served to generate and/or legitimize
changes in economic policies and practices. In all three parts, theoretical dis-
cussions are illustrated by reference to the actual experiences of adjustment
in Britain, Germany, and France.

The first chapter in Part I defines globalization and Europeanization,
assesses their scope and limits, and differentiates them from one another.
This chapter addresses questions about the pressures toward convergence
and the loss of national autonomy and control that have been a major focus
of debates in international relations and international political economy. 
I contend that although globalization and Europeanization, as a set of 
economic, institutional, and ideational forces for change, have indeed
restricted national policy choices, this has not produced convergence in pol-
icies since governments continue to exercise choice within a narrower range.
Although governments have experienced real losses of national autonomy
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and control, they have nevertheless managed to retain or regain control 
both individually, through the reassertion of national regulatory power or
influence, and collectively, through shared supranational authority and 
control which, however, further increases the loss of autonomy. In the case of
Europeanization—which I differentiate from European integration as the
domestic impact of EU decision-making—the losses of autonomy and con-
trol are even greater than for globalization, but so are the gains in shared
supranational authority and control, since the EU has served not only as a
conduit for globalization but also as a shield against it.

The second chapter in Part I explores the differential impact of globaliza-
tion and Europeanization on national political economic policies, with a
special focus on policy adjustment in Germany, Britain, and France. In this
chapter, I build on the sector-specific work of scholars of comparative public
policy in an effort to provide a systematic account of the main variables
involved in policy adjustment. These variables consist of the mediating 
factors that help explain the dynamics of policy adjustment over time, such
as a country’s relative economic vulnerability to the pressures of globaliza-
tion and Europeanization, its political institutional capacity to adjust its
economy in response to such pressures, the policy legacies that ensure a
greater or lesser need for changes in its policies and policy-making institu-
tions, the policy preferences that make it more or less open to such changes,
and the discourses that enhance capacity by influencing perceptions of 
vulnerabilities and legacies and, thereby, preferences. In the first half of 
the chapter, these mediating factors provide the tools for the analysis of the
sequencing of policy adjustment in Germany, Britain, and France in mon-
etary policy, industrial policy, labour policy, and social policy in response to
the economic pressures of globalization and Europeanization. These mediat-
ing factors alone, however, are not enough to explain the mechanics of coun-
tries’ responses in particular policy sectors to the institutional pressures of
Europeanization. In the second part of the chapter, I elaborate on how the
different EU adjustment pressures—whether an EU decision is accompanied
by more or less highly specified rules for compliance, suggested rules, or no
rules—and potential adjustment mechanisms—coercion to a greater or lesser
degree, mimesis, or regulatory competition—also affect the possible out-
comes—inertia, absorption, or transformation—in a wide range of sectors
including European monetary integration, financial services, telecommuni-
cations, electricity, and transport. I find that whereas Britain absorbed most
Europe-related changes in these sectors with the exception of monetary inte-
gration, where it responded with inertia, Germany absorbed changes related
to monetary integration but transformed itself in most other sectors, while
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France transformed itself in most sectors with the exception of the public
interest-related services, where it responded mostly with inertia.

The first chapter in Part II explores the changes in countries’ varieties of
capitalism following their policy responses to the pressures of globalization
and Europeanization. This chapter addresses the ‘varieties of capitalism’ 
literature in comparative political economy. I argue that the pressures of
globalization and European integration have generated tremendous change
in the economic practices of countries conforming to the three ideal-typical
post-war models of capitalism long identified in the literature—
market capitalism, characteristic of Britain, with market-driven inter-firm
relations and market-reliant management–labour relations assured by a ‘lib-
eral’ state; managed capitalism, illustrated by Germany, with collaborative
inter-firm relations and cooperative labour–management relations facilitated
by an ‘enabling’ state; and state capitalism, epitomized by France, with an
‘interventionist’ state organizing inter-firm collaboration and imposing
management–labour cooperation. But they have not led to convergence
either towards one model of capitalism, as many globalization theorists
argue, or towards two, as many contemporary theorists of the ‘varieties of
capitalism’ suggest. Three varieties of capitalism remain, albeit themselves
greatly altered in a market-oriented direction. Traditionally market capitalist
countries have become more market capitalist, as traditionally managed cap-
italist countries have retained many of their basic characteristics but are nev-
ertheless becoming more competitive through the adoption of market
capitalist elements, and as traditionally state capitalist countries have
changed radically by adopting elements of both market and managed capi-
talism but have not therefore become either market or managed capitalist. 
I begin the chapter with a brief discussion of the three ideal-typical models
and the continuing differentiation of countries that conform(ed) to them,
and then go on to an examination of the comparative advantages and disad-
vantages of the models that help explain the evolution of the three varieties
over the past three decades.

The second chapter in this part takes a closer look at the dynamics of
adjustment in economic practices in Britain, Germany, and France to eluci-
date the different pathways these countries took in adjusting their particular
varieties of capitalism in terms of business relations, state relations with busi-
ness and labour, and management–labour relations. I show that Britain, far
from the ideal-typical model of market capitalism in the post-war period,
comes much closer to it subsequently, as business relations become more
competitive, state relations more arms’ length, and labour relations more
market-reliant. I find Germany, largely unchanged until the 1990s, now in
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transition toward a more competitive managed capitalism, with its tradi-
tional model under great strain as the network-based business relations
loosen, as cooperation in labour relations diminishes, and as government
struggles to enable change. Finally, I demonstrate that France, having epitom-
ized the ideal-typical model of state capitalism in the post-war period, has
undergone a major transformation in which the state has retreated signifi-
cantly but is not gone as business has largely become self-directive and labour
market-reliant.

The first chapter in Part III considers the national discourses that generated
and legitimized the changes in political economic policies and practices in
response to globalization and European integration. This chapter addresses
the literature on ideas and discourse which span the fields of international
relations and comparative politics, seeking to make the most of the wide
range of approaches available. I show that discourse—broadly defined as
consisting of whatever policy actors say to one another and to the public
more generally about a given policy programme—also matters in the 
dynamics of economic adjustment by building a consensus for change. I sug-
gest, moreover, that achieving any such consensus depends not only on the
ideational content of the discourse—that is, on its ability to offer convincing
arguments about the necessity and appropriateness of the policy pro-
gramme—but also on the interactive process by which the discourse enables
policy actors to coordinate the construction of their policy programme and
political actors to communicate it to the general public. Different institu-
tional contexts, however, frame the discourse, with countries in which pol-
icy construction tends to be the domain of a relatively restricted elite, such as
Britain and France, more focused on communication to the general public
than in countries such as Germany where policy construction is the domain
of a wider set of policy actors, and the discourse is focused more on coordi-
nating their interaction than on communicating to the wider public. Finally,
I theorize about the causal influence of discourse: that is, when discourse
matters over and above the interplay of interests, institutions, and culture in
different discursive contexts. I argue that causal influence in countries where
the communicative discourse predominates can best be seen after a new pol-
icy programme is instituted, in opinion shifts and policy continuity over
time. By contrast, where the coordinative discourse predominates the dis-
course’s influence is apparent more immediately, in whether policies are
instituted in the first place.

The second chapter in this part demonstrates why discourse matters by
showing how, where, and when it matters in the political dynamics of adjust-
ment in Britain, France, and Germany. In Britain, the communicative 
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discourse of a government of the right proved transformative early on, having
served so successfully to legitimize the radical neo-liberal policy programme
begun in 1979 in terms of necessity and appropriateness that the programme
and the discourse are now in the process of renewal by a government of 
the left. In France, by contrast, governments of both the right and the left 
managed to convince the public of the necessity of the moderate neo-liberal
policy programme begun in 1983 but not of its appropriateness, and remained
in search of a sufficiently legitimizing communicative discourse until at least
the late 1990s. In Germany, finally, governments of both the right and the left
have had trouble generating, let alone legitimizing, change in the post-war
policy programme largely because of their difficulties in recasting the coord-
inative discourse in such a way as to convince principal policy actors, let alone
the public, of either the necessity or the appropriateness of such reform.

Overall, I argue substantively that all three countries started in different
places, had different trajectories, and ended up in different places, with glob-
alization and Europeanization having had a differential impact. Britain
adjusted early to the pressures of globalization and thereby anticipated many
of the policies later promoted by the EU, went farther in the direction of its
traditional market capitalism, and was successful in this in part because of a
transformative discourse that served to legitimize changes in policies and
practices. Germany, by contrast, was little affected by the pressures of either
globalization or Europeanization until comparatively late, continued to hold
to the post-war model of managed capitalism until very recently, and is only
now in the process of trying to recast its post-war discourse in order to legit-
imize change, without much success. Finally, France underwent tremendous
policy adjustment in response to the pressures of both globalization and
Europeanization and transformed its post-war model of state capitalism,
although without the benefit of a sufficiently legitimizing discourse until
very recently.

The book is methodologically diverse. Parts I and II could be seen mainly as
historical institutionalist analyses of the characteristics and development of
different European member states’ political economic policies and practices
with soft rational-choice institutionalist assumptions about the interest-
motivated basis of such policies and practices and sociological institutionalist
references to the differing cultural norms informing those policies and prac-
tices as well as perceptions of interest. All chapters herein deliberately use a
mix of approaches because, in my view, when one’s inquiry is focused on the
explanation of a complex reality as opposed to, say, finding cases to prove a
theory or demonstrate a methodology, one needs to use as many methods as
are appropriate to a full exploration of the issues—and different methods
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tend to ask different kinds of questions and to provide different kinds of
insights into reality. After all, we need not only to understand the interests
that may motivate action but also the cultural norms and values that serve to
constitute those interests and the institutional arrangements that constrain
or enable the expression of those interests.

One thing is missing, however. In the explanation of political economic
change, one needs to understand not only the interests that inform policies
and practices, the institutions that shape them, and the cultures that frame
them but also the ideas and discourses that serve to reconceptualize interests,
reshape institutions, and reframe cultures.

It is in this light that I propose a new framework for the analysis of dis-
course in Part III to get at the politics of economic adjustment. I seek to go
beyond the three institutionalisms, whether rational choice, historical, or
sociological institutionalism, finding that accounts primarily in terms of
interests, institutions, or culture fail to explain the dynamics of change,
which can better be explored by way of an approach focused on the discur-
sive bases of action. I chose to develop my own analytic framework, more-
over, rather than rely on one or another approach in the growing literature
on ideas and discourse, because most such studies seem either too limited in
what they are trying to explain or too normative in their approach.

In using such a highly loaded term as ‘discourse’ for my central concept, I
am admittedly walking into a minefield, given the wide range of philosophers
and social scientists with very different definitions and purposes who also
employ the term—and I therefore use it with some trepidation. But I do
believe that I avoid any major misunderstandings by providing a clear defini-
tion of my use of the term, by illustrating its methodological usefulness in the
elaboration of the cases of France, Britain, and Germany, by showing empiric-
ally how, where, and when discourse exerts—or fails to exert—an influence
over political economic change, and by providing evidence not only of the
discourse itself, that is, what is said in political speeches, party platforms, gov-
ernment pronouncements, opposition positions, public debates, and media
commentary, but also evidence of its effect, through such things as elect-
oral results, opinion surveys, experts’ commentaries, negotiated agreements
among policy actors, and so forth. My approach to discourse is not in and of
itself a theory but, rather, has the same epistemological status as rational-
choice, historical, or sociological institutionalism, that is, as a descriptive lan-
guage or analytic framework that allows one to identify, describe, and analyse
important phenomena when they occur, that applies only under certain con-
ditions, and for which theories can be developed and tested. As such, I find it
useful to call my approach ‘discursive institutionalism’ in order to distinguish
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it from the vast range of other approaches to discourse analysis and to situate
it alongside the other ‘new institutionalist’ approaches to explanation in
political science.

The book, in short, seeks to take an innovative approach to the systematic
comparison of the economic adjustment of European countries in response
to globalization and Europeanization by developing theoretical arguments
using different methodologies spanning a number of fields in political sci-
ence along three dimensions—policies, practices, and politics. The innova-
tion was, in many ways, forced upon me by the very complexity of the task I
set for myself.

In works focused on single countries, questions of change in political-
economic policies, practices, and politics tend to be mixed together in a nar-
rative of development over time. But where one’s object is to compare two,
three, or more countries at three different levels of economic and political
activity—global, European, and national—one does best to separate one or
another dimension for comparison, whether policies, practices, or politics.
The problem is that these three dimensions are interdependent, and one can-
not understand any one dimension fully, let alone the limits of its explana-
tory capacity, without reference to the other two. After all, one cannot fully
explain changes in policies without knowing the politics behind them or the
practices that follow from them; changes in practices without knowing the
changes in policies that precede them or the changing politics that they pre-
suppose; and changes in politics without knowing what changes in policies
and practices are on offer. Moreover, policies without politics may impute an
interest-based rationality and path-dependency to decisions that obscures
the paths not taken and the culturally embedded reasons for action or non-
action; practices without policies or politics may make change appear eco-
nomically determined and path-dependent; and politics without policies or
practices may bring in ideas and discourse without acknowledging the eco-
nomic factors that act as an impetus to or brake on change, the institutional
contexts that constrain or enable actors, and the ‘objective’ interests that
may motivate actors, regardless of the ideas or discourse.

In what follows, we shall see how well I managed to separate the three
dimensions while demonstrating their interdependence. My goal is to show
that, while the separation of these three dimensions provides for greater clar-
ity theoretically and empirically, all three dimensions are necessary to gain a
full understanding of the impact of globalization and Europeanization on
Britain, Germany, and France.
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